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A time-dependent wave packet method has been developed to study atom–triatom
ABC1D→AB1CD reactions in full six dimensions~6D!. The approach employs a body-fixed
coupled angular momentum basis for three angular coordinates, and three 1D bases for three radial
coordinates. It permits the calculation of diatom AB vibrational state resolved total reaction
probability for an initial rovibrational state of the triatom ABC. The approach is applied to study the
H1H2O→H21OH reaction on the modified Schatz–Elgersman potential energy surface. Initial
state-selected total reaction probabilities are presented for initial ground and several vibrationally
excited states of H2O for total angular momentumJ50, along with the final OH vibrational state
distributions. We also report the cross sections for reaction from the initial ground vibrational and
the first bending excited states of H2O. Comparisons are made between our results and those from
other theoretical calculations and experiments. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!01112-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made recently in quantum
reactive scattering study of four-atom chemical reactions in
the gas phase. Starting from the 2D,1,2 3D,3–13 and 4D14–16

reduced dimensionality quantum calculations for four-atom
reactions, it is now possible to carry out quantum calcula-
tions for diatom–diatom reactions in full dimension. Bench-
mark reaction probabilities have been reported for the ‘‘sim-
plest’’ reaction H21OH→H1H2O

17–22 as well as integral
cross sections18,19 and rate constants.18,19,21Accurate quan-
tum dynamical studies have also been performed for the iso-
topically substituted reaction, HD1OH→H1HOD,
D1H2O.

23,24 Very recently, a 5D25 quantum study has been
reported for the HO1CO→H1CO2 reaction, a very heavy
system with deep wells, which implies that quantum scatter-
ing calculations can now be applied to a number of diatom–
diatom reactions for total reaction probabilities from some
selected initial states.

In contrast to the current status of diatom–diatom reac-
tive scattering calculations, the atom–triatom reaction study
is obviously less developed. So far, a state-to-state reaction
probability study has been reported only for the H1H2O↔
H21OH reaction in planar configuration~4D!.14 Most theo-
retical investigations on atom-triatom reactions are done by
either quasiclassical trajectory calculations,26–30 or 3D re-
duced dimensionality quantum studies.3,4,6,8–12,31While these
methods address many interesting and important properties
of these reactions, there remain uncertainties in the results
given by these methods. Thus an exact quantum method for
6D atom–triatom reactions is of substantial interest.

In this paper, we develop a time-dependent wave packet
method to treat the atom–triatom ABC1D→AB1CD reac-
tion in full dimension, which is capable of calculating the
final diatom AB vibrational state resolved total reaction
probabilities for an initial rovibrational state of the triatom

ABC. By employing a body-fixed~BF! coupled total angular
momentum basis for three angle coordinates, and three 1D
bases for the three radial coordinates in the 6D wave function
expansion, we can very easily and efficiently take the advan-
tage of time-dependent approach to reactive scattering, and
make it possible to carry out some atom–triatom reactive
scattering calculations in 6D in a medium size workstation.
This choice of wave function expansion also makes the
present approach similar in many aspects to the time-
dependent wave packet approach to diatom–diatom
reactions,17–19,23–25enabling us to utilize several techniques
developed in diatom–diatom reaction studies. The theory is
applied to the ‘‘simplest’’ atom–triatom reaction, the
H1H2O→H21OH on the Schatz–Elgersma~WDSE! poten-
tial energy surface32–34 slightly modified by Clary.3 We re-
port in this paper detailed initial state-selected reaction prob-
abilities from several initial vibrational states of H2O, with
the final vibrational states of OH resolved. We also report the
cross sections, for reaction from ground vibrational and the
first bending excited state of H2O. Although the calculations
include all six dimensions, we do not impose the full quan-
tum permutation symmetry on the H atoms, and one OH
bond in H2O is restricted to bound vibrational states due to
the restriction from both the WDSE PES and the computa-
tional effort required.

The H1H2O and its isotopically substituted analogs
comprise one of the simplest polyatomic reaction systems in
which there are several different vibrational modes of a poly-
atomic reactant. Extensive experiments have been carried out
to measure the thermal rate constants,35–38to study the influ-
ence of translational energy and isotopic substitution on the
absolute reaction cross section and the final state
distribution,39–44 and to study the influence of initial vibra-
tional excitation of H2O and its isotopically substituted coun-
terparts on the reaction dynamics.45–53 Theoretically, since
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the first pioneering quasiclassical trajectory studies of Schatz
et al. in 1984,26,27 there have been a number of other studies,
quasiclassical28–30 and reduced dimensionality quantum
mechanical,3,4,6,8–12,31devoted to understanding the dynam-
ics in these reactions.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present
the time-dependent method for atom–triatom reactions in
full six dimensions. In Sec. III, detailed numerical aspects,
total reaction probabilities, and integral cross sections for
several initial vibrational states for the H1H2O→H21OH
reaction are reported with the comparisons with other theo-
retical results and with experimental measurements. Section
IV gives a summary of our results and conclusions.

II. THEORY

A. 6D Atom–triatom Hamiltonian

The 6D Hamiltonian for an atom–triatom system ex-
pressed in the Jacobi coordinates shown in Fig. 1 can be
written as

H52
\2

2m

]2

]R2 1
~J2L !2

2mR2 1hr~r !1hr~r!

1
j2

2m r r
2 1

l2

2mrr2
1V~R,r ,r,u,g,f!, ~1!

wherem r is the reduced mass of diatom AB,mr is the re-
duced mass of diatom AB and atom C,m is the reduced mass
of the triatom ABC and atom D,r is the bond length of
diatom AB, r is the distance from the center of mass of
diatom AB to atom C,R is the distance from the center of
mass of triatom ABC to atom D,J is the total angular mo-
mentum operator,j is the rotational angular momentum op-
erator for diatom AB,l is orbital momentum operator of C
with respect to diatom AB;j and l are coupled to form the
total angular momentumL of triatom ABC.

The 1D reference Hamiltonianshr(r ) andhr(r) in Eq.
~1! are defined as

hr~r !52
\2

2m r

]2

]r 2
1v r~r !, ~2!

hr~r!52
\2

2mr

]2

]r2
1vr~r!, ~3!

wherev r(r ) and vr(r) are the 1D reference potentials for
r and r obtained from the total interaction potential
V~R,r ,r,u,g,f) with other degrees of freedom fixed at spe-
cific values as follows:

v r~r !5V~R→`,r ,r5r0 ,u5u0 ,g,f!, ~4!

vr~r!5V~R→`,r5r 0 ,r,u5u0 ,g,f!, ~5!

with r 0 , r0 and u0 fixed at the equilibrium Jacobi coordi-
nates for the triatomic ABC molecule far away from atom D.
The interaction potentialV(R,r ,r,u,g,f) in Eq. ~1! is thus
equal to:

V~R,r ,r,u,g,f!5V~R,r ,r,u,g,f!2v r~r !2vr~r!.
~6!

B. Rotational basis for atom–triatom system

In order to make it easy to understand the total angular
momentum rotational basis for atom–triatom system, it will
be helpful to define three reference frames, namely a space-
fixed ~SF! frame, a body-fixed~BF! frame, and a molecular
fixed ~MF! frame. The BF frame, rotating with the atom-
triatom complex, is defined such that the BFz axis lies along
the vectorR, which points from the center of mass of the
triatom to the atom. Thez axis of the MF frame lies along
the vectorr pointing from the center of mass of diatom AB
to the atom C. Here, one can note that the BF and MF frames
for atom–triatom system are equivalent, respectively, to the
spaced-fixed and body-fixed frames for diatom AB and atom
C system which have been thoroughly understood in atom-
diatom studies.54 The overall rotational basis function for an
atom–triatom system in the BF frame then can be written as

Y j lLV
JM ~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!5Yjl

LV~ r̂ ,r̂ !NM ,V
J ~R̂!, ~7!

where

NM ,V
J ~R̂!5A2J11

4p
DMV
J* ~a,b,0! ~8!

are eigenfunctions ofJ2 and depend on the angles which
rotate the SF axes on to the BF axes.

Yjl
LV~ r̂ ,r̂ !5(

K
DVK
L* ~x,g,f!A2l11

4p
^ jKl 0uLK&yjK~u,0!,

~9!

is the rotational basis for diatom AB and atom C whereL
andV are, respectively, the total angular momentum and its
projection on the BFz axis of atom–triatom system for tria-
tom ABC.54 In Eq. ~9!, yjK(u,0) is a spherical harmonic,
^ jKl 0uLK& is a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient. The function
DMV
J* (a,b,0) in Eq. ~8! andDVK

L* (x,g,f) in Eq. ~9! are the
elements of the Wigner rotation matrix.

In order to examine the parity we use the space fixed
frame. The rotational basis functionY j lLV

JM ( r̂ ,r̂,R̂) can be
written in terms of the unitary transformation of the basis
functionXjlLN

JMe ( r̂ 8r̂8R̂) from a space-fixed frame as,54–56

FIG. 1. The Jacobi coordinates for the atom–triatom system.
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Y j lLV
JM ~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!5(

N
S 2N11

2J11 D 1/2^LVN0uJV&XjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!,

~10!

whereXjlLN
JMe ( r̂ 8r̂8R̂) can be written in the usual way as:

XjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!5 (

mjmlmLmN

^LmLNmNuJM&

3^ jmj lml uLmL&

3yjmj
~ r̂ 8!ylml

~ r̂8!yNmN~R̂! ~11!

with N the orbital angular momentum for atom D with re-
spect to molecule ABC. The effect of the parity operator,
ê, is to invert the space-fixed coordinates in the origin:
( r̂ 8,r̂8,R̂)→(2 r̂ 8,2 r̂8,2R̂). Applying ê to Eq. ~11!, we
can easily get

êXjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!5XjlLN

JMe ~2 r̂ 82 r̂82R̂!

5~21! j1 l1NXjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!. ~12!

So in the SF frame, the paritye5(21) j1 l1N.
Now applyingê to Eq. ~10!, we get:

êY j lLV
JM ~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!5(

N
S 2N11

2J11 D 1/2^LVN0uJV&

3~21! j1 l1NXjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!

5(
N

S 2N11

2J11 D 1/2~21!L1N1J

3^L2VN0uJ2V&

3~21! j1 l1NXjlLN
JMe ~ r̂ 8r̂8R̂!

5~21!J1 j1 l1LY j lL2V
JM ~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!. ~13!

Thus we find the rotation basis functions in Eq.~7! are not
eigenfunctions of the parity operator sinceV→2V. Func-
tions with well defined parity,e, are constructed by taking
linear combinations of Eq.~7!:

Y j lL V̄

JMe
~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!5@2~11dV̄0!#

21/2@Y j lL V̄

JM
~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!

1e~21!J1 l1 j1LY j lL2V̄

JM
~ r̂ ,r̂,R̂!#, ~14!

whereV̄5uVu. The (J2L )2 matrix elements in the BF rep-
resentation are given by

^Y j lL V̄

JMe u~J2L !2uY j lL V̄8
JMe

&

5@J~J11!1L~L11!22V̄2#dV̄V̄8

2~11dV̄0!
1/2lJV̄

1
lLV̄

1
dV̄11V̄8

2~11dV̄1!
1/2lJV̄

2
lLV̄

2
dV̄21V̄8, ~15!

where the quantityl is defined as

lAB
6 5@A~A11!2B~B61!#1/2. ~16!

C. Wavefunction expansion and initial state
construction

The time-dependent wavefunction is expanded in terms
of the BF~body-fixed! rotation basis functions defined in the
previous subsection as:

C
n0L0V̄0

JMe
~R,r ,r,t !5 (

n,v1 ,v2 , j ,l ,L,V̄
Fnv1v2 j lL V̄

JMe
~ t !un

v2~R!

3wv1
~r !wv2

~r!Y j lL V̄

JMe
~R̂, r̂ ,r̂ !, ~17!

wheren is a translational basis label, (n0 ,L0) denotes the
initial rovibrational state of the triatom ABC.

The vibrational baseswv1
(r ) and wv2

(r) used in Eq.
~17! are the the eigenstates of the 1D Hamiltonianshr and
hr , respectively. The translational basis function is defined
as,19

un
v2~R!55A

2

R42R1
sin

np~R2R1!

R42R1
v2<vasy

A 2

R22R1
sin

np~R2R1!

R22R1
v2.vasy,

~18!

whereR2 and R4 define, respectively, the interaction and
asymptotic grid ranges,19 and vasy is chosen to define the
basis which can accurately expand the first several 3D rovi-
brational states of molecule ABC far away from Atom D.
The definition of un

v2(R) in Eq. ~18! makes it extremely
simple to separate the asymptotic region from the interaction
region, and very efficient in achieving computational savings
by reducing the vibrational basis for ther coordinate where
possible.19

The initial wave function is chosen as the direct product
of a localized translational wave packet forR and a specific
(JMe) state for the atom–triatom system with a specific
rovibrational eigenstate (n0L0V̄0) for triatom ABC,

C
n0L0V̄0

JMe
~R,r ,r,t50!5G~R!cn0L0V̄0

JMe
~R̂,r ,r!, ~19!

where the wave packetG(R) is chosen to be a standard
Gaussian function,

G~R!5~pd2!21/4exp~2~R2R0!
2/2d2!e2 ik0R. ~20!

c
n0L0V̄0

JMe
(R̂,r ,r) is the eigenfunction of the triatom ABC

Hamiltonian,

HABC5hr~r !1hr~r!1
j2

2m r r
2 1

l2

2mrr2

1V~R→`,r ,r,u,g,f!, ~21!

with n0 , L0 , V̄0 representing, respectively, the triatom
ABC’s initial vibrational state, total angular momentum, and
the projection of total angular momentum on the BFz axis of
atom–triatom system. The wave function is expanded as,
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c
n0L0V̄0

JMe
~R̂,r ,r!

5 (
v1v2 j l

v2<vasy

Cv1v2 j l
wv1

~r !wv2
~r!Y j lL 0V̄0

JMe
~R̂, r̂ ,r̂ !. ~22!

When R is sufficiently large, the interaction potential
V(R,r ,r,u,g,f) in Eq. ~21! only depends onr ,r andu, i.e.,

V(R,r ,r,u,g,f) →
R→`

V(r ,r,u). Then the potential matrix
element on basisY j lL 0V̄0

JMe
for fixed r and r can easily be

evaluated as,

^Y j lL 0V̄0

JMe uV~r ,r,u!uY j 8 l 8L0V̄0

JMe
&

5(
K

2pA~2l11!~2l 811!

2L011
^ jKl 0uL0K&^ j 8Kl 80uL0K&

3^yjK~u,0!uV~r ,r,u!uyj 8K~u,0!&, ~23!

exactly the same as for the atom–diatom case.

D. Wave packet propagation and reactive flux
calculation

The method used to propagate the initial wave packet
and calculate the total reaction probability is essentially the
same as that used in the diatom–diatom reactive scattering
calculations.17–19,23–25Since very detailed descriptions have
been given in those references, here we only briefly outline
the method for completeness. The split-operator propagator57

is employed to carry out the wave-packet propagation,

CJMe~R,r ,r,t1D!

5e2 iH0D/2e2 iUDe2 iH0D/2CJMe~R,r ,r,t !, ~24!

where the reference HamiltonianH0 is defined as,

H052
\2

2m

]2

]R2 1hr~r !1hr~r!, ~25!

and the effective potential operatorU in Eq. ~24! is defined
as

U5
~J2L !2

2mR2 1
j2

2m r r
2 1

l2

2mrr2
1V~r ,r,R!

5Vrot1V~r ,r,R!. ~26!

As in Refs. 24 and 25, the operation of the interaction po-
tential V(r ,r,R) is treated by quadrature of (u,g,f) at a
given DVR point (Rk ,rm ,rn) because the size of the angular
momentum basisY j lL V̄

JMe
is so large that it is impractical to

construct and diagonalize the potential matrixV in that an-
gular momentum basis. We do the quadrature by defining a
transformation matrixQ as

Qkmn
jlL V̄5AWk

uWm
gWn

f^ukgmfnuY j lL V̄

JMe
&, ~27!

where (ukgmfn) are angular quadrature points and
(Wk

u ,Wm
g ,Wn

f) are the quadrature weights for the corre-
sponding angles. Thene2 iUD can be approximated by the
angular quadrature as,

e2 iUD5e2 iVrotD/2Q1e2 iVDQe2 iVrotD/2, ~28!

whereQ1 is the Hermitian conjugate ofQ. In practice, one
does not have to store the large matrixQ but only the few
small submatrices necessary to constructQ.

The absorption of the time-dependent wave function at
the boundaries during propagation is the same as in Ref. 19,
and will not be repeated here.

By the propagation of an initial wave packetuC i(0)&,
the total reaction probabilities for that specific initial state for
a whole range of energies can be obtained by evaluating the
reactive flux at a dividing surfacer5rs as,

19

Pi
R~E!5

\

m1
Im@^c iE

1 uc1
iE8 &#ur5rs

, ~29!

wherec iE
1 andc iE

18 are the time-independent~TI! wavefunc-
tion c iE

1 and its normal derivative.c iE
1 is obtained by per-

forming a Fourier transform of the time-dependent wave
function as,19

uc iE
1 &5

1

ai~E!
E

2`

`

e~ i /\!~E2H !tuC i~0!&dt, ~30!

and similarly forc iE
18 . The coefficientai(E) is the overlap

between the initial wave packet and the energy-normalized
asymptotic scattering function,ai(E)5^f iEuC i(0)&.

19

In order to resolve the final vibrational state for diatom
AB, rs should be chosen sufficiently large, and the TI wave
function c iE

1 and its derivative are expanded on the asymp-
totic diatom AB rovibrational basis which are the eigenfunc-
tions of the 1D diatomic Hamiltonian,

hr
r→`~r !52

\2

2m r

]2

]r 2
1V~R→`,r ,r→`,u,g,f!

1
j2

2m r r
2 . ~31!

III. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

A. Numerical aspects and H 2O vibrational states on
the WDSE PES

The 6D time-dependent method is applied to the reaction

H1H2O~n1n2n3,L0 ,V̄0)→H21OH~n!, ~32!

where n1 , n2 , and n3 refer to the symmetric stretching,
bending, and asymmetric stretching vibrations of H2O. Fig. 2
summarizes the energetic considerations for the reaction on
the WDSE PES32–34 which is characterized by a 0.923 eV
classical barrier to reaction and an overall endoergicity of
0.659 eV. The PES is also characterized by a relatively low
barrier ~0.406 eV! to hydrogen exchange~i.e. H81H2O
→H8OH1H! which is known to be incorrect in both topol-
ogy and height.58 Thus we ignore the exchange dynamics
here although we do obtain the probabilities for exchange in
our calculations. On the WDSE surface, the hydrogen atom
can only react with one of the two hydrogen atoms in H2O,
and the collisions with the other hydrogen can only lead to
nonreactive scattering.58 Thus we treat one OH bond as a
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nonreactive bond in our calculations, and multiply thecross
sectionsby a factor of 2 to compare with other theoretical
and experimental results, based on the fact that the hydrogen
atom can react equally with either hydrogen in H2O. @Our
method, in principle, is capable of allowing either of the two
OH bonds to be broken in reaction by using a sufficiently
large vibrational basis for ther coordinate in Eq.~17!.#

All the results presented in this paper are for the H2O
molecule in an initial nonrotating state, i.e.L050, and for
the even parity of the system. The reaction probabilities are
for total angular momentumJ50, and cross sections are
calculated by using the centrifugal sudden~CS!
approximation.59,60 The interaction region is defined by a
rectangular box of@1.2, 5.0#a0 in r and @1.4, 5.2#a0 in the
R coordinate. A total of 25 vibrational basis functions,
wv2

(r), and 30 sine DVR points on theR coordinate are
used in the wave function expansion in the interaction re-
gion. The asymptotic region is defined from 5.2 to 9.4a0 in
R, in which we used 7 vibrational basis functions and 32 sine
DVR points. The number of vibrational basis functions
wv1

(r ) for the non-reactive OH is 3 for both interaction and
asymptotic regions. The rotational basis is large. We used
jmax513, and lmax530, resultingLmax543 in our calcula-
tions. The number of rotational basis functions is 2800 for
the case of even parity. Thus the total basis is over 8 million
functions. The initial wave packet is centered atR57.0 a0
with a narrow width of 0.4a0 . We propagated the wave
packet for a total time of 3000 a.u., with a time step of 15
a.u., to obtained well converged reaction probabilities.

Table I gives the first several vibrational state energies,
their spectroscopic assignments, and corresponding root-
mean-square deviations of the bending angle,Du, for non-
rotating H2O molecule on the WDSE PES. It should be
pointed out that the 4th and 5th vibrational states are actually
in strong Fermi resonance. The 4th state has a slightly larger
component of~100! state than the 5th state, thus we assigned

the 4th & 5th states as~100!* & ~030!* , respectively, with
the * to indicate that the assignments are not rigorous.

B. Total reaction probabilities

The total reaction probabilities as a function of total en-
ergy are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for H2O initially in the
ground vibration state~000!, the bending excited states
~010!, ~020!, ~030!* , and ~040!, the symmetric stretch ex-
cited state~100!* , and the asymmetric stretch excited~001!.
The total energy is measured with respect to the energy of
nonrotating H2O~000!, so for the~000! state it is equal to the
asymptotic translational energy. Figure 3 shows the reaction
probabilities for the low energy region up to 1.1 eV, and Fig.
4 gives those for energy up to 1.8 eV. In Fig. 5, we show the
total reaction probabilities as a function of translational en-
ergy for all these initial states.

For the ~000! state, the reaction probability increases
steadily with increasing translational energy starting from
about 0.73 eV. We found in our dynamics calculations that
the collision of the H atom with the reactive hydrogen atom
in H2O will most likely lead to hydrogenexchangereaction.
Only a small fraction of the wave function with smallg

FIG. 2. Potential energy along reaction path for the H1H2O→H21OH
reaction with some vibrational state energies for reactant and product.

TABLE I. The first seven vibrational energy levels of nonrotating H2O on
the WDSE PES. The energies are relative to the ground state energy of
0.571 eV.Du is in degree.

n Energy~eV! Du (n1n2n3)

1 0.00 9.09 ~000!
2 0.177 16.27 ~010!
3 0.328 22.45 ~020!
4 0.437 22.38 ~100!*
5 0.448 26.54 ~030!*
6 0.458 9.20 ~001!
7 0.546 30.92 ~040!

FIG. 3. Initial state selected total reaction probabilities for the reaction H
1H2O(n1n2n3)→H21OH for total angular momentumJ50 as a function
of total energy to 1.1eV, measured with respect to the energy of H2O ground
rovibrational state. The initial vibrational states of H2O are ~000! ~solid
circles!, ~010! ~open circles!, ~020! ~crosses!, ~100!* ~triangles!, ~030!*
~squares!, ~001! ~stars!, and~040! ~diamonds!.
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contributes to the hydrogen extraction reaction, so the overall
reaction probability is very small (Preact50.019 for
Etrans51.8 eV!. This was also found in the QCT27 and quan-
tum 4D planar14 calculations.

In general, different initial vibrational excitations of
H2O substantially enhance reactivity as can be seen very
clearly from Fig. 5. For the first four vibrationally excited
initial states, as shown in Fig. 4 the reactivity at fixed total
energy increases with increasing internal excitation energy,
and the threshold energies for these states are even a little
lower than that for the~000! state. These are measured in
total energy, which means that all the vibration energy de-
posited in H2O is used to reduce the threshold. For the initial
~001! and~040! states, however, the total reaction probabili-
ties for low total energies are smaller than for the ground
~000! state as shown in Fig. 3. But for total energy larger
than 0.9 eV the reactivities from these two initial states are
very clearly enhanced. For high total energy the initial~040!
state even gives the largest in reactivity among all the initial
states. Thus the extremely high efficiency of threshold reduc-
tion of the first four vibrationally excited states begins to

drop slightly in the fifth state, i.e.~001! state, and the sixth
state, i.e.~040! state. The asymmetric stretch excited state
~001!, which is 0.021 eV and 0.01 eV higher in vibration
excitation energy than the~100!* and ~030!* states, respec-
tively, gives substantially smaller reaction probability, indi-
cating the asymmetric stretching excitation is less efficient in
enhancing reactivity than the symmetric stretching excita-
tion.

The trend in the threshold reduction here is essentially
the same as that found earlier in quantum 4D planar
calculations,14 although there exist substantial quantitative
differences between these two calculations. The 4D planar
calculation14 gives threshold energies almost 0.1 eV lower
than the present calculation; and the rise in reaction probabil-
ity from threshold also is much steeper than the present re-
sults for all states. QCT calculations27 found that the cross
section thresholds drop by about 96% of the excitation ener-
gies for the first two bending states, and the threshold for the
~030! state is about the same as for~020! state measured in
translational energy. This indicates that the high efficiency of
threshold reduction from the first two bending excitations
does not persist for higher overtones. QCT calculations27

also showed that the symmetric stretching excitation is more
efficient in enhancing the reactivity than the asymmetric
stretching excitation. Although the behavior of the reaction
probability is not necessarily the same as that of the cross
section, we still can say that the qualitative agreement be-
tween the present and QCT27 calculations is reasonably
good.

C. Product OH vibration distribution

The present calculations find that the probabilities to
form product OH in the first excited vibration state
~P@OH~1!#! are very small except for the initial excitation of
the ~001! state. For the~000!, ~010!, ~020!, and~040! states,
P@OH~0!# are so close to the total reaction probabilities for
all the energies that these two curves will just overlap if we
plotted them together. Thus we only show P@OH~0!# and
P@OH~1!# together with the total reaction probabilities for
~100!* , ~030!* and ~001! states in Fig. 6. Only for energy
higher than 1.2 eV we can see some significant amount of
OH~1! product, while the threshold energy to produce OH~1!
in final product is 0.993 eV as can be seen from Fig. 2.

The product ratio, OH~1!/OH~0!, for all states as a func-
tion of total energy is shown in Fig. 7. Due to the extremely
small probabilities in the low energy region, these values can
only be regarded as the upper limit for the ratio for the en-
ergy between 1.0 to 1.2 eV. As can be seen from the figure,
the excitation ratio for the initial H2O~000! state is very
small; for E51.8 eV, it is only 0.9%. This small ratio is in
agreement with several experimental observations,39,42,52 in
particular the recent experiment of Jacobset al. who deter-
mined the upper limit for the cross section OH~1!/OH~0!
ratio to be 0.01 for all collision energy up to 2.7 eV.42 From
the fact that the first two and the fourth bending excitations
have only tiny effect on the ratio, we deduce that thepure
initial bending excitation has essentially no effect on the ra-

FIG. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 except the total energy up to 1.8 eV.

FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 4 except that the reaction probabilities are plotted as
a function of translational energy.
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tio, and the quite large ratio for initial~030!* state arises
from some substantial component of the symmetric stretch-
ing excitation mode in that not pure~030!* state.

Because the probability for produce OH~1! product from
the initial bending excited state is very small, the fairly large
OH~1! probabilities for the~100!* and~030!* states can only
come from the symmetric stretching excited components in
these two state. Thus the probabilities to produce OH~1!
product from apure initial symmetric stretching excited state
roughly equals to the sum of the OH~1! probabilities for
~100!* and ~030!* states, and the OH~1!/OH~0! for a pure
initial symmetric stretching excited state would be more or
less like the line shown in Fig. 7~c!, quite close that for
initial ~001! state which reaches 28% for total energy equal
to 1.8 eV. From Fig. 7~c!, we can see that the probabilities to
form OH~1! product for initial stretching excited states are
much larger than those for initial stretching not excited
states. This is because that the product vibrational excitation
arises from the OH vibration in the H2O reactant rather than
from excitation during the reaction, as has been discovered
by experiments.49,48,52

One more interesting point we can find in Fig. 6 is that
the P@OH~0!# is essentially saturated at total energy equal to
1.2 eV, and the increase of total reaction probabilities above

there almost all comes from P@OH~1!# for initial ~001! state.

D. Integral cross sections

The integral cross section for a specific initial state is
obtained by summing the reaction probabilitiesP

n0L0V̄0

JMe
over

all the partial waves,

sn0L0
~E!5

1

2L011

p

k2 (JeV̄0

~2J11!Pn0L0V̄0

JMe
~E!. ~33!

Since the exact close-coupling calculations forJ.0 state are
extremely expensive computationally, the standard CS59,60

approximation is employed in calculations forJ.0. The
maximum quantum number,Jmax, needed to converge the
cross section, varies from about 15 for the low translational
energies to 45 for the highest translational energy. The cross
sections are multiplied by a factor of 2 before plotting in
Figs. 8 and 9.

Figure 8 shows the integral cross section for H2O ini-
tially in the ground vibration state~000! and the first bending
excited state~010! for total energy up to 1.8 eV. As can be
seen from the figure, the~000! cross section rises from es-
sentially zero at 0.8 eV and steadily increases with increasing
of translational energy, showing a typical threshold behavior.
Overall, the cross sections are very small, with 0.37a0

2 for 1.8

FIG. 6. Product OH vibration distributions for the the H1H2O(n1n2n3)
→H21OH(n) reaction for H2O initially in ~100!* , ~030!* and~001! states
as a function of total energy. The dashed lines are for product OH~0!, the
dot-dashed lines for product OH~1!, and the solid lines for the total reaction
probabilities.

FIG. 7. The product ratio, OH~1!/OH~0!, for all states as a function of total
energy.
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eV, in accord with the small reaction probabilities for the
ground rovibrational H2O shown in Fig. 4. As was found for
the total reaction probability forJ50, the first bending exci-
tation significantly enhances the cross sections for the reac-
tion. For thetotal energylarger than 0.9 eV the cross section
for the~010! state is about twice as large as that for the~000!
state. The ratio between the cross sections for~010! and
~000! states for lower total energy is even bigger.

The fact that the~010! cross section is significantly
larger than the~000! cross section for the sametotal energy
indicates that the~010! state will contribute very signifi-
cantly to the thermal rate constant. For not very high tem-
perature, the contribution will be twice as large as that from
the ~000! state because the~010! cross section is twice as
large as the~000! cross section fortotal energyless than 1.6
eV. From the finding that the~020!, ~100!* , and ~030!*
states enhance the reaction probability for theJ50 reaction
more significantly than the~010! state as shown in Fig. 4, it
is very reasonable to expect that these three states will also
contribute to the thermal rate constants significantly. So for

the WDSE PES, the thermal rate constants for the reaction
will mainly come from the first four initial vibrationally ex-
cited states, dominating the contribution from the initial
ground vibration state to the thermal rate constants. This ac-
tually contrasts with what is generally believed by kineticists
that excited vibrational states of water are too high in energy
to contribute more than a few percent to the rate constant at
room temperature.61 More theoretical and experimental in-
vestigations, in particular on the WDSE PES, are necessary
to explain the contradiction.

In Fig. 9, the present cross sections for the initial ground
rovibrational H2O are compared with the results of QCT
calculation,29 the results of recent quantum mechanical IOSA
calculation,31 and the experimental measurements. First, we
can see that the QCT cross sections are about twice as large
as than the present results in the high energy region, and
much larger than the present results in low energy region.
The QCT result has a threshold energy about 0.25 eV lower
than the present calculation. Since both the QCT and the
present calculations were carried out for nonrotating H2O in
the vibrational ground state~000!, and the present results
should be very accurate for nonrotating H2O~000! on the
given PES despite the employment of CS approximation, it
seems obvious that the QCT calculations did not give accu-
rate cross sections for low collision energies. The reason, we
believe, is mainly due to the violation of zero point energy
conservation in QCT calculations as discussed in Ref. 30. Of
course, the accuracy of the CS approximation to this reaction
is still waiting to be investigated, although it is generally
believed that the CS approximation should be quite good for
a reaction with collinear saddle geometry as in the H
1H2O reaction. The cross section from the IOSA calculation
is larger than the present results for the total energy less than
1.5eV, and smaller than the present results for higher ener-
gies given the trend of the IOSA cross section curve. This
result is similar to the comparison between the accurate 6D
cross section19 and IOSA calculation for the reverse reaction,
i.e., the H21OH→H1H2O reaction.31 The overall agree-
ment between the present and the IOSA results is better than
that between the QCT and the present results, although a
large discrepancy also exists in low energy region. Second,
we can see that the present cross sections are all smaller than
the experimental results by about a factor of 2, and quite
close to the lower limits of the error bars for the experimen-
tal results. It should be noted that our calculation is for non-
rotating H2O, while the experimental measurements are for
the thermal averaging over initial rotations of the reagents. It
was found in QCT27 and 4D quantum14 calculations that the
averaging of initial rotations of H2O typically populated at
room temperature is not important for calculating integral
cross sections for the reaction. If this is still true in full
dimension quantum calculations, then the discrepancy be-
tween the experiment and present calculation can only origi-
nate from the WDSE PES used in our calculation.

FIG. 8. Integral cross sections for H1H2O(n1n2n3) reaction as a function
of total energy for H2O initially in ~000! and ~010! states.

FIG. 9. Comparison of integral cross sections from the present calculation
with other theoretical calculations, and with the experimental results.
Present results are shown by a solid line, the experiment results Ref. 42 by
three solid circles with error bars, QCT results Ref. 29 by a dashed line, and
QM IOSA results Ref. 31 by a dot–dashed line.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A 6D time-dependent wave packet method has been de-
veloped to study atom–triatom reactive scattering. The ap-
proach employs a new BF coupled total angular momentum
basis for three angle coordinates, and three 1D vibrational
and translational DVR basis sets for three radial coordinates.
By expanding the wave function in such a way, the time-
dependent treatment of atom–triatom reactive scattering
comes out to be very similar to that for the diatom–diatom
reactive scattering.17–19,23,24Several techniques developed in
time-dependent diatom–diatom reactive scattering study
were readily applied to the present study. Although in prin-
ciple our method is capable of dealing with reactions in
which either of the two bonds in a triatomic molecule may be
broken, it is more practical to treat one bond in the triatomic
molecule as nonreactive for the sake of computational effort.
Thus far the present method is able to treat exactly atom–
triatom reactions in which there are no identical atoms and
only one of the chemical bonds in the triatomic molecule can
be broken.

The present method is applied to the simplest atom-
triatom reaction H1H2O→H21OH. Except for the restric-
tions that all three hydrogen atoms involved in the reaction
are distinguishable and only one OH bond in water is able to
be broken in the reaction, the calculations are carried out
exactly for J50. These restrictions are not likely to have a
great effect on the reaction probabilities. The reaction prob-
abilities for ground and vibrationally excited states are re-
ported, along with the final OH vibration distribution. Inte-
gral cross sections were also calculated for the ground
vibrational state and the first bending excited state by using
the CS approximation.

Our calculations show that the total reaction probability
is very small for the ground initial vibrational state, and that
vibrational excitation of the reactant molecule significantly
enhances the reactivity of the system. The excitation energy
for the first two bending excited states and two mixed state
between the first symmetric stretching and the third bending
excited state can all be used to reduce the threshold, while
this high efficiency of threshold reduction does not persist
for the higher bending overtone,~040! state. The initial sym-
metric stretching excited state is more efficient in enhancing
the reactivity than the initial asymmetric stretching excited
state. The product OH is found essentially in the ground
vibrational state for reaction from the~000!, ~010!, ~020!,
and~040! states, and it is deduced that the bending excitation
has essentially no effect on the final vibrational state of prod-
uct OH. The probabilities to form OH~1! substantially in-
crease for stretching excited states. The overall qualitative
agreement between the present calculations and QCT27 cal-
culations is quite good in the effect of vibrational excitation
of water on the reaction.

The ground vibrational state cross sections are very
small due to the small reaction probabilities. The cross sec-
tion for the reaction from the first bending excited state is
essentially twice as large as that from the initial ground vi-
brational state. We found our calculated cross sections are

about half the size of the experimental measurements,42 and
also about half the size of the QCT results29 in the high
energy region. In the low energy region, the difference be-
tween the present calculation and the QCT results29 is even
larger, with the QCT threshold about 0.25 eV lower than the
present result. We believe this is due to the violation of zero
point energy in QCT calculations. The agreement between
the present calculations and IOSA calculations31 for cross
section is found to be relatively good.
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